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1 Introduction

This is a proposal to encode the Gondi script in the Universal Character Set (ISO/IEC 10646). It replaces
the following documents:

• N3841 L2/10-207 “Preliminary Proposal to Encode the Gondi Script in the UCS”
• N4291 L2/12-235 “Revised Preliminary Proposal to Encode the Gondi Script”

This document provides a description of the writing system, a code chart and names list, character properties,
and specimens that illustrate letterforms and usage.

2 Background

TheGondi script was invented byMunshiMangal SinghMasaram of Kochewada, Balaghat District, Madhya
Pradesh, India in 1918. It has no genetic relationship to other writing systems, but it is based upon the Brahmi
model. It is used for writing Gondi (ISO 639-3: gon), a Dravidian language spoken by 2.6 million people,
primarily in Madhya Pradesh and Maharashtra, with some speakers in Andhra Pradesh and Chhattisgarh.
The language is generally written in both Devanagari and Telugu. The Gondi script is actively used and
has been slightly modified over the years in order to facilitate needs of the modern user community. It is
used for producing both hand-written and printed materials. Fonts have been developed for the production of
books. In 2011, the Akhil Gondvana Gondi Sahitya Parishad (Chandagadh, Maharashtra) passed a resolution
adopting Masaram’s script as the official script of the Gondi language.

3 Script Details

3.1 Structure

Gondi is an alphasyllabic script that is written from left to right. Consonant letters possess the inherent
vowel a, which is graphically represented by a horizontal stroke that extends rightward from the right edge
of each consonant glyph. A bare consonant is represented by removing this stroke. Consonant clusters are
represented as conjuncts, which are rendered linearly using bare forms for all letters expect for the final
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consonant. There are some exceptions to this rule. Independent and initial vowels are written using vowel
letters, while dependent signs are used for medial and final vowels. There is no mātrā reordering.

3.2 Character Repertoire

A total of 72 characters are proposed for encoding in the Gondi script block. A code chart and names list
are attached. Names for characters follow the UCS convention for Brahmi-based scripts and align with the
Latin transliteration of Devanagari correspondences for Gondi letters given by B. S. Masaram (1951). There
are glyphic variations for some consonant letters. These differences result from the simplification of glyphs
for ease of writing, ie. sets of independent circles being joined into a single-stroked loop. Representative
glyphs are based upon forms shown in published script primers and reflect modern preferences.

The Gondi script is actively used. Consequently, the original script designed byMasaram has been expanded
by modern users. Such changes include the addition of new consonant letters, vowel letters, vowel signs,
and even the use of a visible for marking a bare consonant. Some of these newly-invented characters
are included in the proposed repertoire, while others are not. Rationale for inclusion and exclusion of newly-
invented characters is given in section 3.13.

3.3 Vowel Letters

Ten vowel letters are proposed for encoding:














3.4 Vowel Signs

Ten dependent vowel signs are proposed for encoding:

◌
◌
◌
◌
◌

◌
◌
◌
◌
◌

Vowel signs and modifiers are written above and below the horizontal stroke of a consonant letter:

          
ka kā ki kī ku kū kr̥ ke kai ko kau

They are represented in encoded text as follows:
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kā  < , ◌ >

ki  < , ◌ >

kī  < , ◌ >

ku  < , ◌ >

kū  < , ◌ >

kr̥  < , ◌ >

ke  < , ◌ >

kai  < , ◌ >

ko  < , ◌ >

kau  < , ◌ >

There is no independent counterpart to . The independent form of this vowel is
represented using a consonant-vowel combination composed with the letter :

r̥  < , ◌ >

3.5 Vowel modifiers

Two ‘vowel modifiers’ are proposed for encoding:

◌
◌

Anusvara The ◌ is used for marking nasalization. It is placed above the horizontal stroke of a
consonant. Its position differs slightly in different sources. In some documents the position is altered by the
presence of an accompanying above-base vowel sign:

          
As shown above, the occurs in its normal position when there is no vowel sign or the vowel sign
is positioned below the stroke. Its position is raised when ◌ is present. It is placed to the
right of the following: ◌ , ◌ , ◌ , ◌ , ◌

, ◌ . It is placed to the right and raised higher when it occurs with ◌ ,
◌ . Some modern users prefer a more stationary position for and place it towards
the left edge of the stroke raised slightly higher:

          
These positional preferences are to be managed in the font. The is used in encoded text as shown
below. It is always placed after a vowel sign in the encoded sequence.

kaṃ  < , ◌ >
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kāṃ  < , ◌ , ◌ >

kīṃ  < , ◌ , ◌ >

kr̥ṃ  < , ◌ , ◌ >

Visarga The ◌ is used for the representation of Sanskrit words. It is written above the horizontal
line of a consonant letter. When occurring with vowel signs its position is adjusted as follows:

          
Some modern sources show the ◌ written as the glyphic variant ◌. This form is placed after the
base letter:

               
The is used in encoded text as follows:

kaḥ  < , ◌ >

kāḥ  < , ◌ , ◌ >

3.6 Consonants

There are 34 consonant letters:






































The letter is not part ofMasaram’s original script. It was introduced by later users in order to properly
represent Marathi ळ ḷa (see figure 17 for an example of in usage).
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3.7 Virama

The embedding of the inherent vowel into the graphical structure of a consonant is a unique and innovative
feature of the Gondi script. The horizontal stroke of each consonant letter represents the inherent vowel;
removal of this stroke produces a bare consonant. In traditional Brahmi-based scripts, such as Devanagari,
the inherent vowel is not part of the graphical structure of a consonant letter. For this reason these other scripts
require some mechanism for indicating the absence of the inherent vowel. In Devanagari this mechanism is
the sign called ◌ ् halanta: क ka + ◌ ् → क् k, etc. The Gondi script as designed by Masaram does not have
a native halanta, as the structure of the script does not require it. However, the encoding model requires
a method of controlling the production of a bare consonant. This is achieved through the encoding of the
following control character:

◌ 

The Gondi is identical in shape and function to the corresponding character ◌ ् +094D
. It is rendered by default as a visible sign. All sequences of a consonant + produce a

half-form of the consonant:

k  < , ◌  >

kh  < , ◌  >

g  < , ◌  >

gh  < , ◌  >

ṅ  < , ◌  >

The representative glyph for the Gondi is identical to the halanta or hal cinha that was recently
introduced into the modern script. In current usage a visible halanta is written with the regular full form
of a consonant letter for indicating the absence of the inherent vowel (see figure 22). In encoded text, this
behavior is to be produced using the generic control character +200C - , as is
the practice for the representation of visible in Unicode encodings for Indic scripts:

k  < , ◌  , +200C - >

kh  < , ◌  , +200C - >

3.8 Nukta

The ◌  is used for representing sounds that are not native to the Gondi language. It is written
beneath the horizontal stroke of a consonant:

ṛa  < , ◌  >

Some users prefer to position the below the body of the consonant letter: 

3.9 Consonant Conjuncts

Consonant clusters are written as conjuncts, which are rendered linearly using half-forms of all but the final
letter in a cluster, eg.  kka,  kta, etc. Conjuncts are represented in encoded text by placing the sign ◌
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after each non-initial consonant in a cluster. Consonants in the cluster are placed sequentially in the
order that they occur in the cluster.

kka  < , ◌  , >

kta  < , ◌  , >

dga  < , ◌  , >

nda  < , ◌  , >

rya  < , ◌  , >

lla  < , ◌  , >

sva  < , ◌  , >

The sequence <(C, ◌  )*, Cf> produces a half-form of all C and the regular full-form of Cf:

ktva  < , ◌  , , ◌  , >

There are two exceptions to the rule of conjunct formation: the behavior of (explained below) and the
use of atomic ligatures for three conjuncts (see section 3.10).

Forms of Sources show different ways of writing  in conjuncts. It occurs in its half-form 
when cluster-initial or alternately as ◌when cluster-initial and as ◌when cluster-final. These are described
below:

• Half-form The half-form  is used for representing semantic distinctions of when it occurs at a
morphological boundary. Its usage is influenced by Devanagari orthography for the Marathi language,
in which र is represented as one of two forms when it is the initial consonant in a cluster: the ◌ 
regular repha and the ◌ ‘eyelash’ repha. The distinction between the two types of repha is both
morphological and phonemic. For example, the ‘eyelash’ repha marks plural suffixes — compare
द  या daryā ‘valleys’ and दया daryā ‘ocean’ — and inflectional suffixes: आचा  यास ācāryās ‘to the
cook’ and आचायास ācāryās ‘to the teacher’.

• Repha The secondary cluster-initial form ◌ of is known as repha. It is written above the hor-
izontal line of the final consonant in a conjunct and is placed to the right above an extension of the
horizontal stroke if there is an accompanying above vowel sign:

          
Somemodern sources show the ◌ repha represented using the form ◌, eg. . This form is a glyphic
variant and is to be handled by the font.

• Ra-kāra The secondary cluster-final form ◌ of is known as ra-kāra. It is written below the
horizontal line of a consonant glyph:  ka + ra → kra. If a below-base vowel sign is attached
to the consonant, then the sign is placed after ra-kāra beneath an extension of the horizontal line:

          
Some modern sources show the ◌ ra-kāra represented using the form ◌, eg. . This form is a glyphic
variant and is to be handled by the font.
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The proposed representation for the three forms of requires an exception to the rule of conjunct forma-
tion. The general rule states that the sequence < , > is rendered normatively using the half-form
. It also states that <C, , > would produce the half-form of C and the full-form of . For this
reason another method is required for the encoded representation of ◌ repha and ◌ ra-kāra, for which the
expected representations would also be < , > and <C, , >, respectively. The generic con-
trol character +200D offers a mechanism for representing the repha and ra-kāra.
The proposed encoded representation of the three forms of are as follows:

half-form  < , ◌  , C>

repha ◌ < , , ◌  , C>

ra-kāra ◌ <C, ◌  , , >

This approach provides a means for accommodating all possible representations of in Gondi

rha  < , ◌  , >

rha  < , , ◌  , >

hra  < , ◌  , >

hra  < , ◌  , , >

It also provides a way to handle hypothetical sequences entered by a user:

rra  < , ◌  , >

rra  < , , ◌  , >

rra  < , ◌  , , >

The repha requires reordering during rendering. The glyph is to be placed at the end of the cluster after any
accompanying vowel signs.

3.10 Conjunct letters

The clusters kṣa, jña, tra are represented not as conjuncts, but as distinctive letters. These are proposed for
encoding as atomic letters:





Following the rules of conjunct formation, the expected representation of these three conjuncts would be:

kṣa  < , ◌  , >

jña  < , ◌  , >

tra  < , ◌  , >
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In the Gondi script, each of these three letters represent a phoneme that is phonetically a consonant cluster,
but, they all have the structure of an atomic letter. These forms are encoded as consonant letters because in
all cases consonant conjuncts are written as linear sequences of half-forms, not as ligatures. While in most
Indic scripts the written forms for kṣa, jña, tra have encoded representations as a character sequence, such
an approach would not be consistent with this script.

It is evident that these ligatures were developed because distinctive forms exist in Devanagari. These three
conjuncts are often shown at the end of Devanagari orthographies for various languages and are often inter-
preted by users as being distinctive letters that are fundamental elements of the script.

3.11 Digits

There is a full set of digits:














3.12 Punctuation

Script-specific punctuation is not attested. The daṇḍā and double daṇḍā are commonly; these are not in-
cluded in the Gondi block, but are to be unified with । +0964 and ॥ +0965

. Latin marks of punctuation, such as periods, are also used.

3.13 Characters Not Proposed for Encoding

The following are newly-invented characters. Their actual usage beyond their inclusion in new charts of the
script is unknown. For this reason, they are not proposed for encoding at present. Space has been reserved
in the code chart for their future inclusion in the event that usage of these characters becomes conventional.

Representation of Dravidian vowels /eː/ and /oː/ The vowels /eː/ and /oː/ are distinct phonemes in Gondi.
They are represented in the Telugu orthography for Gondi using ఏ ē and ఓ ō. Neither independent letters
or dependent signs for these vowels exist in the original script designed by Masaram. Modern users have
tried to fill this gap by borrowing signs used for short vowels in Devanagari. The book Koyābolī by Sītārām
Maṇḍāle shows the following additions to the script:

/eː/  ◌
/oː/  ◌

The above representation of /eː/ in the Gondi script consists of the sign ◌ combined with the vowel letter 
. This form is borrowed from Devanagari, where the sign ◌ ॆ ( +0946 ) is
used for representing the short vowel /e/ and the independent form of the vowel is formed by combining the
sign with Devanagari letter ए +090F to produce ऎ ( +090E

). Similarly, the vowel /oː/ is represented as ◌ which is a combination of ◌ and ◌ .
The independent form  is produced by combining the sign ◌ with  . This concept
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is also borrowed from Devanagari, in which the sign ◌ ॆ is combined with ◌ा ( +093E
) to produce ◌ॊ ( +094A ).

4 Character Data

4.1 Character Properties

The properties for Gondi in the Unicode Character Database format are:

11B90;GONDI LETTER A;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11B91;GONDI LETTER AA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11B92;GONDI LETTER I;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11B93;GONDI LETTER II;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11B94;GONDI LETTER U;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11B95;GONDI LETTER UU;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11B96;GONDI LETTER E;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11B98;GONDI LETTER AI;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11B99;GONDI LETTER O;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11B9B;GONDI LETTER AU;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11B9C;GONDI LETTER KA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11B9D;GONDI LETTER KHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11B9E;GONDI LETTER GA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11B9F;GONDI LETTER GHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11BA0;GONDI LETTER NGA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11BA1;GONDI LETTER CA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11BA2;GONDI LETTER CHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11BA3;GONDI LETTER JA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11BA4;GONDI LETTER JHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11BA5;GONDI LETTER NYA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11BA6;GONDI LETTER TTA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11BA7;GONDI LETTER TTHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11BA8;GONDI LETTER DDA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11BA9;GONDI LETTER DDHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11BAA;GONDI LETTER NNA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11BAB;GONDI LETTER TA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11BAC;GONDI LETTER THA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11BAD;GONDI LETTER DA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11BAE;GONDI LETTER DHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11BAF;GONDI LETTER NA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11BB0;GONDI LETTER PA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11BB1;GONDI LETTER PHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11BB2;GONDI LETTER BA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11BB3;GONDI LETTER BHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11BB4;GONDI LETTER MA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11BB5;GONDI LETTER YA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11BB6;GONDI LETTER RA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11BB7;GONDI LETTER LA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11BB8;GONDI LETTER VA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11BB9;GONDI LETTER SHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11BBA;GONDI LETTER SSA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11BBB;GONDI LETTER SA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11BBC;GONDI LETTER HA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11BBD;GONDI LETTER LLA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11BBE;GONDI LETTER KSSA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11BBF;GONDI LETTER JNYA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11BC0;GONDI LETTER TRA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11BC1;GONDI VOWEL SIGN AA;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11BC2;GONDI VOWEL SIGN I;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11BC3;GONDI VOWEL SIGN II;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
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11BC4;GONDI VOWEL SIGN U;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11BC5;GONDI VOWEL SIGN UU;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11BC6;GONDI VOWEL SIGN VOCALIC R;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11BCA;GONDI VOWEL SIGN E;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11BCC;GONDI VOWEL SIGN AI;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11BCD;GONDI VOWEL SIGN O;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11BCF;GONDI VOWEL SIGN AU;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11BD0;GONDI SIGN ANUSVARA;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11BD1;GONDI SIGN VISARGA;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11BD2;GONDI SIGN VIRAMA;Mn;9;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11BD3;GONDI SIGN NUKTA;Mn;7;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11BE0;GONDI DIGIT ZERO;Nd;0;L;;0;0;0;N;;;;;
11BE1;GONDI DIGIT ONE;Nd;0;L;;1;1;1;N;;;;;
11BE2;GONDI DIGIT TWO;Nd;0;L;;2;2;2;N;;;;;
11BE3;GONDI DIGIT THREE;Nd;0;L;;3;3;3;N;;;;;
11BE4;GONDI DIGIT FOUR;Nd;0;L;;4;4;4;N;;;;;
11BE5;GONDI DIGIT FIVE;Nd;0;L;;5;5;5;N;;;;;
11BE6;GONDI DIGIT SIX;Nd;0;L;;6;6;6;N;;;;;
11BE7;GONDI DIGIT SEVEN;Nd;0;L;;7;7;7;N;;;;;
11BE8;GONDI DIGIT EIGHT;Nd;0;L;;8;8;8;N;;;;;
11BE9;GONDI DIGIT NINE;Nd;0;L;;9;9;9;N;;;;;

4.2 Linebreaking

Linebreaking properties given in the data format of LineBreak.txt:

11B90..11BC0; AL # GONDI LETTER A .. GONDI LETTER TRA
11BC1..11BD3; CM # GONDI SIGN AA .. GONDI SIGN NUKTA
11BE0..11BE9; NU # GONDI DIGIT ZERO .. GONDI DIGIT NINE

4.3 Syllabic Categories

Syllabic categories given in the format of IndicSyllabicCategory.txt:

# Indic_Syllabic_Category=Bindu
11BD0 ; Bindu # Mn SIGN ANUSVARA

# Indic_Syllabic_Category=Visarga
11BD1 ; Visarga # Mc SIGN VISARGA

# Indic_Syllabic_Category=Virama
11BD2 ; Virama # Mn SIGN VIRAMA

# Indic_Syllabic_Category=Vowel_Independent
11B90..11B9B ; Vowel_Independent # Lo [10] LETTER A .. LETTER AU

# Indic_Syllabic_Category=Vowel_Dependent
11BC1..11BCA ; Vowel_Dependent # Mn [6] VOWEL SIGN AA .. VOWEL SIGN VOCALIC R
11BCA ; Vowel_Dependent # Mn VOWEL SIGN E
11BCC..11BCD ; Vowel_Dependent # Mn [2] VOWEL SIGN AI .. VOWEL SIGN O
11BCF ; Vowel_Dependent # Mn VOWEL SIGN AU

# Indic_Syllabic_Category=Consonant
11A5C..1181F ; Consonant # Lo [40] LETTER KA .. LETTER TRA
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4.4 Positional Categories

Positional data for Gondi combining signs in the format of IndicPositionalCategory.txt:

# Indic_Positional_Category=Top
11BC1..11BCA ; Top # Mn [6] VOWEL SIGN AA .. VOWEL SIGN VOCALIC R
11BCA ; Top # Mn VOWEL SIGN E
11BCC..11BCD ; Top # Mn [2] VOWEL SIGN AI .. VOWEL SIGN O
11BCF ; Top # Mn VOWEL SIGN AU
11BD0 ; Top # Mn SIGN ANUSVARA
11BD1 ; Top # Mn SIGN VISARGA

# Indic_Positional_Category=Bottom
11BD2 ; Bottom # Mn SIGN VIRAMA
11BD3 ; Bottom # Mn SIGN NUKTA

4.5 ‘Confusable’ Characters

Gondi characters that bear resemblances to those of other scripts are listed below:

11BC1 GONDI VOWEL SIGN AA ; 0304 COMBINING MACRON
11BB1 GONDI LETTER PHA ; 1109D KAITHI LETTER NNA
11BBA GONDI LETTER SSA ; 0398 GREEK CAPITAL LETTER THETA
11BE2 GONDI DIGIT TWO ; 0055 LATIN CAPITAL LETTER U
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11BE9Gondi11B90

11BCC $ GONDI VOWEL SIGN AI
11BCD $o GONDI VOWEL SIGN O
11BCE " <reserved>
11BCF $ GONDI VOWEL SIGN AU

Various signs
11BD0 $ GONDI SIGN ANUSVARA
11BD1 $ GONDI SIGN VISARGA
11BD2 $  GONDI SIGN VIRAMA
11BD3 $  GONDI SIGN NUKTA

Digits
11BE0 0 GONDI DIGIT ZERO
11BE1 1 GONDI DIGIT ONE
11BE2 2 GONDI DIGIT TWO
11BE3 3 GONDI DIGIT THREE
11BE4 4 GONDI DIGIT FOUR
11BE5 5 GONDI DIGIT FIVE
11BE6 6 GONDI DIGIT SIX
11BE7 7 GONDI DIGIT SEVEN
11BE8 8 GONDI DIGIT EIGHT
11BE9 9 GONDI DIGIT NINE

Vowels
11B90 a GONDI LETTER A
11B91  GONDI LETTER AA
11B92 i GONDI LETTER I
11B93  GONDI LETTER II
11B94 u GONDI LETTER U
11B95  GONDI LETTER UU
11B96 e GONDI LETTER E
11B97 " <reserved>
11B98  GONDI LETTER AI
11B99 o GONDI LETTER O
11B9A " <reserved>
11B9B  GONDI LETTER AU

Consonants
11B9C  GONDI LETTER KA
11B9D  GONDI LETTER KHA
11B9E  GONDI LETTER GA
11B9F  GONDI LETTER GHA
11BA0  GONDI LETTER NGA
11BA1  GONDI LETTER CA
11BA2  GONDI LETTER CHA
11BA3  GONDI LETTER JA
11BA4  GONDI LETTER JHA
11BA5  GONDI LETTER NYA
11BA6  GONDI LETTER TTA
11BA7  GONDI LETTER TTHA
11BA8  GONDI LETTER DDA
11BA9  GONDI LETTER DDHA
11BAA  GONDI LETTER NNA
11BAB  GONDI LETTER TA
11BAC  GONDI LETTER THA
11BAD  GONDI LETTER DA
11BAE  GONDI LETTER DHA
11BAF  GONDI LETTER NA
11BB0  GONDI LETTER PA
11BB1  GONDI LETTER PHA
11BB2  GONDI LETTER BA
11BB3  GONDI LETTER BHA
11BB4  GONDI LETTER MA
11BB5  GONDI LETTER YA
11BB6  GONDI LETTER RA
11BB7  GONDI LETTER LA
11BB8  GONDI LETTER VA
11BB9  GONDI LETTER SHA
11BBA  GONDI LETTER SSA
11BBB  GONDI LETTER SA
11BBC  GONDI LETTER HA
11BBD  GONDI LETTER LLA

Conjunct letters
11BBE  GONDI LETTER KSSA
11BBF  GONDI LETTER JNYA
11BC0  GONDI LETTER TRA

Dependent vowel signs
11BC1 $ GONDI VOWEL SIGN AA
11BC2 $i GONDI VOWEL SIGN I
11BC3 $ GONDI VOWEL SIGN II
11BC4 $u GONDI VOWEL SIGN U
11BC5 $ GONDI VOWEL SIGN UU
11BC6 $r GONDI VOWEL SIGN VOCALIC R
11BC7 " <reserved>
11BC8 " <reserved>
11BC9 " <reserved>
11BCA $e GONDI VOWEL SIGN E
11BCB " <reserved>
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Figure 1: A document illustrating the basic principles of theGondi script (Masaram 1951). Courtesy
of the Central Institute of Indian Languages (Mysore).
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Figure 2: Cover of Gondwana Darshan (March-April 1990, vol. 5).
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Figure 3: Page from Goṃḍī Akṣara Jñāna showing consonants and vowel signs, and consonant-
vowel combinations (from Rāmānanda: 8).
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Figure 4: Page from Goṃḍī Lamk Pundan showing consonants and vowel signs, and consonant-
vowel combinations (from Guruji: 11).
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Figure 5: A handwritten chart of the Gondi script. Source: Ramesh Gedam andMark Penny (2001).
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Figure 6: A handwritten chart of the Gondi script (Maṇḍāle 2008: 8).
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Figure 7: Page from Goṃḍī Akṣara Jñāna showing vowel letters (from Rāmānanda: 1–4).
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Figure 8: Page from Goṃḍī Akṣara Jñāna showing the letters .. (from Rāmānanda: 5–7).
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Figure 9: Page from Goṃḍī Lamk Pundan showing vowel letters (from Guruji: 1–4).
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Figure 10: Page from Goṃḍī Lamk Pundan showing vowel letters (from Guruji: 5–8).
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Figure 11: Page from Goṃḍī Lamk Pundan showing vowel letters (from Guruji: 9–10).
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Figure 12: Page from Goṃḍī Akṣara Jñāna showing consonant-vowel combinations for ..
(from Rāmānanda: 9, 10).
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Figure 13: Page fromGoṃḍī Akṣara Jñāna showing consonant-vowel combinations for ..
(from Rāmānanda: 11, 12).
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Figure 14: Page from Goṃḍī Akṣara Jñāna explaining conjunct formation (from Rāmānanda: 13).
Bottom half describes the usage of Latin marks of punctuation.
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Figure 15: Page from Goṃḍī Akṣara Jñāna showing Gondi digits (from Rāmānanda: 14).
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Figure 16: Page from Goṃḍī Lamk Pundan showing Gondi digits (from Guruji: 14).
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Figure 17: A document showing usage of .
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Figure 18: A letter written in Gondi.
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Figure 19: An invitation card written in the Devanagari and Gondi scripts.
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Figure 20: A Christian prayer typeset using digitized Gondi and Devanagari fonts. The Gondi font
used in this specimen was designed by Mukund Gokhale.
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Figure 21: The lyrics to “Vande Mataram” transliterated into Gondi.
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Figure 22: Usage of with regular forms of consonants for representation of bare consonants.
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